In the heart of Lombardy, the Bergamo Island

A journey of faith in the footsteps of Pope John XXIII

A land crossed by the Seriana Valley and the Brembo River.

A triangle of religion, art, food and wine.

A unique social experiment within Italy, that merited UNESCO World Heritage status.

Along the streets and among the buildings, a land exposed to the light of Romanesque architecture. Geometric rigor, exposed stone and frescoes depicting saints and miracles.

A village in Crespi d’Adda. A unique social experiment within Italy, that merited UNESCO World Heritage status.

Interested in space? We recommend the Torre del Berto, a horizontal Eiffel Tower.

In Crespi d’Adda, the Sanctuary dedicated to him, the Peace Garden and Sotto il Monte is not only the birthplace of Pope John XXIII, but also proudly bears witness to the beauty of birdwatching. Experience the Island’s natural treasures! The ferry on the river Adda is the door to the Sotto il Monte.

A special mention for the Valcalepio DOC wine and craft beer. In Crespi d’Adda, the Sanctuary dedicated to him, the Peace Garden and Sotto il Monte is not only the birthplace of Pope John XXIII, but also proudly bears witness to the beauty of birdwatching. Experience the Island’s natural treasures! The ferry on the river Adda is the door to the Sotto il Monte.

To explore the Island, ATB line 8.

In Crespi d’Adda, the Sanctuary dedicated to him, the Peace Garden and Sotto il Monte is not only the birthplace of Pope John XXIII, but also proudly bears witness to the beauty of birdwatching. Experience the Island’s natural treasures! The ferry on the river Adda is the door to the Sotto il Monte.

By Car
- Highway A4 Milan - Venice exits: Caprata San Gervasio - Dalmine
- Highway A35 Brescia - Bergamo - Milan exits: Treviglio

By Train
- From Bergamo: via Carnate Usmate for Milan, stopping at Ponte San Pietro, Terno d’Isola and Caluso d’Adda
- From Brescia: via Carnate Usmate for Milan, stopping at Ponte San Pietro, Terno d’Isola and Caluso d’Adda
- From Milano: via Carnate Usmate for Bergamo, stopping at Caluso d’Adda, Terno d’Isola and Ponte San Pietro

Enjoy and Share!
- Facebook
- Twitter
- Instagram
- Google+